JAPANESE OLYMPIC COMMITTEE

JOC Future Vision
Bring the Power of the Olympics to the People

How many people today are aware of and appreciate
the hopes embodied in the spirit of Olympism?
Tokyo 2020 is drawing the eyes of the world to Tokyo,
and is captivating the interest of the people to the Olympics as well.
The JOC believes it has an obligation to clearly indicate what we can
contribute to society and the future, and also what we aim to achieve
through Tokyo 2020.
Furthermore, we must discipline ourselves to serve as a role model for
sports throughout Japan, and to become a leading presence in sports
around the world.
This JOC Future Vision grew out of discussions concerning what the
JOC must do toward achieving that ideal, and out of a search for a
vision for the future.
To ensure an enduring legacy after Tokyo 2020, while continuing to
communicate the values of Olympism through our activities as part of
the Olympic Movement, the JOC will carry on with its unrelenting
efforts to evaluate its day-to-day activities, judge itself rigorously, and
become an organization that is truly loved by the people.
This vision lays out the path for achieving this aim

January, 2017

Tsunekazu Takeda
President
Japanese Olympic Committee
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Sharing the Power
of the Olympics
The Olympic Games have taught us
that passion touches the heart more than glory.
That humanity is united by something
transcending language and borders.
Olympians have shown us
that mutual respect makes all medals equally valuable.
It is true that the Olympic Games have power.
The power to change people and society for the better.
By supporting Olympians,
we want to share such power with the world.
This is our mission.
The Japanese Olympic Committee (JOC)
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The JOC, Past and Future
01 Origins of the JOC

02 Hosting Tokyo Olympic Games 1964

The history of the JOC is the history of

With the establishment of the JASA, National

Japan was successful in bidding for the

1948, the name was changed to the Olympic

It began in 1909, with the appointment of

individual sports, and by around 1925, a

take place in Tokyo in 1940, as well as the

central role in the Olympism and other

Olympic Movement in Japan.

Jigoro Kano, the founder of Kodokan judo

and a passionate promoter of sports, to the
International Olympic Committee (IOC).
Then in July of 1911, in preparation for

Japanese athletes to take part in the Games
of the V Olympiad of 1912, to be held in
Stockholm, the Japan Amateur Sports

Association (JASA) was founded as Japan’s
first sports organization to function as a
National Olympic Committee (NOC).

Federations were founded to oversee

formal organization was in place for sports in
Japan.

In 1927, the Rules of the JASA were

formulated, establishing as its goals to

enhance sports performance, send athletes
to the Olympic games, and encourage

cooperation among member organizations. It
also clarified the Association’s role in

representing Japan in the activities of the
International Olympic Committee.

Games of the XII Olympiad, scheduled to
Sapporo Olympic Winter Games, and

excitement was already building around

activities to promote the Olympism. Due to

the worsening war situation, however, Japan
was forced to give up the games it had

worked so hard to secure, and to decline as
host.

From this experience, following the war, in
1947 the JASA set up the Olympic

Preparatory Committee, with the goal of
holding an Olympic Games aimed at

promoting a peaceful international society. In
1909 1911 1912

1925

1927

Committee, and the Committee took on a
international affairs.

The Olympic Committee began its efforts to
bid for the Olympic Games even as Japan

faced challenges in returning to international
society, and thanks to those efforts, Tokyo

won the rights to host the Games of the XVIII
Olympiad.

Experience in hosting Tokyo Olympic Games
1964 eventually led to Japan bidding for and
hosting Sapporo Olympic Winter Games

1972, as well as Nagano Olympic Winter
Games 1998.

1946 1947 1948

1901
1909

Jigoro Kano appointed to the IOC

1946

International Information Committee of JASA established

July 1911

The JASA is founded (with Jigoro Kano as its first president)

1947

Olympic Preparatory Committee set up

1912

Japan participates in Stockholm Olympic Games 1912

1948

Committee is renamed the Olympic Committee, taking on a
central role in the Olympics and other international affairs

Through
about 1925

Associations overseeing other sports are formed in Japan,
and a formal organization for sports in Japan is gradually
put in place

1959

Tokyo selected as host of the Games of the XVIII Olympiad

1927

The Rules of the JASA are formulated, clarifying its role in
sending Japanese delegation to participate in international
Olympic affairs

1964

The Games of the XVIII Olympiad are held in Tokyo

JOC Future Vision

1964

1970

1909, Jigoro Kano is
appointed to the IOC

Entrance procession at Stockholm
Olympic Games 1912

07

1959

Tokyo chosen as host
at the 56th IOC Session in Munich

Tokyo Olympic Games 1964
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03 Independence of the JOC

04 From Independence to Today

In 1980, with Japan’s non-participation in the

Olympics, including international relations.

The roles of the JOC as set forth at the time it split

Efforts to send athletes to international

for the Olympic Committee to break off from the

establishment of the JOC. Its roles were distinct

developing and strengthening, sending athletes to

The delegation sent to Seoul Olympic Games

In 1989, the Minister of Education approved the

Moscow Olympic Games, momentum increased

from those of the JASA, focusing on activities

JASA in order to fulfill its independent role as an

including athlete development and strengthening,

NOC under the Olympic Charter. One factor

sending athletes to international multi-sports

behind this move was an increasing demand for a

competitions, and promoting the Olympic

response to such needs as the establishment of

Movement. The objectives of the Committee, as

measures to aid in strengthening athletes;

they were prepared at the independence, were as

securing independent financial resources to send

follows:

athletes to international multi-sports competitions;
and the expansion of projects specifically for the

international multi-sports competitions, and

promoting the Olympic Movement have, over the
past 30 years, produced significant results.

In athlete development and strengthening, the

JOC GOLD PLAN formulated in 2001 has been
the basis for efforts to enhance international

competitiveness. With the establishment of the
Japan Institute of Sports Sciences and the

National Training Center, a training environment

As a National Olympic Committee (NOC) constituted in accordance with the Olympic Charter
and the ideals of Olympism, the JOC aims to contribute to the promotion of sport by
supporting the Olympic Movement, which serves the cause of preserving peace of world and
developing international goodwill through sport, and by developing and strengthening
athletes in Japan.

The concept laid out for undertakings involving the

who participates, watches (roots for) and supports

the Objectives, was the support of athletes

Olympism by increasing the number of sports

was put in place that enabled Japan to win a
record-high total of 41 medals at the Rio de

Janeiro Olympic Games, a solid improvement in
international competitive ability compared to the
14 medals Japan brought home from Seoul
Olympic Games 1988.

multi-sports competitions have also expanded.
1988 numbered 337 athletes, a number which
nearly doubled to 601 athletes for the Rio de

Janeiro Olympic Games 2016. Competitions have
been added as well, including the Youth Olympic
Games and the Asian Beach Games.

Promotion of the Olympic Movement has primarily
involved offering opportunities for Olympians and
people interact. The Olympic Day Run,

established two years prior to the independence of
the JOC, will mark its 30th anniversary in 2017.
Other active efforts include Olympic Classes,

where Olympians serve as instructors for Olympic
class programs, and Olympic Concerts, which
integrate sports with music.

those athletes. The objective was to spread

promotion of the Olympic Movement, as stated in

enthusiasts in Japan.

representing Japan. Under this concept, sports

are not for the athletes alone, but are for everyone
1972

off and became independent, defined as athlete

1980

1989 1990

1997 1998

2001

2004

1971

2016

1972

Sapporo Olympic Winter Games 1972

1980

Japan does not participate in Moscow Olympic Games 1980

1989

The Minister of Education approved the establishment of the Japanese Olympic
Committee

1990

Olympic Day Run held at the Imperial Palace in Tokyo

1998
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JOC GOLD PLAN formulated

2004

JOC GOLD PLAN Stage II formulated

2011

Basic Act on Sport enacted; with the Japan Sports Association, the JOC
announces the “Sports Statement Japan: The Mission of Sports in the 21st
century”

2013

“Toward the Future of the JOC” announced
(promotion of the Olympic Movement and
enhancement of international
competitiveness)
Nagano Olympic Winter Games 1998

2001

1972 The Winter Olympics in Sapporo

JOC GO Project formulated (promotion of
the Olympic Movement)

1997

2011 2013 2015

2001 JOC GOLD PLAN

Tokyo selected as the site for the Games of the XXXII
Olympiad Formulation of the “JOC in the Future (creation of new guidelines)”

2015
At the JOC Extraordinary General
Assembly in 1980,
Japan decides not to participate in the
Moscow Olympics

1990 Olympic Day Run held at the
Imperial Palace

Establishment of the Japan Sports Agency
Tokyo 2020 Olympic presentation

JOC Future Vision
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05 The Future as Seen from 100 Years of the JOC

11

In June of 2011, the Sports Promotion Act was

Tokyo, requiring an even greater role for the

completely revised for the first time in 50 years,

JOC as host National Olympic Committee.

reborn as the Basic Act on Sport which sets

In January 2015, both the United Nations and

forth a basic philosophy of sport and the

UNESCO praised the contributions that sports

responsibilities of national and local

could make resolving social issues, including

governments. The Basic Act on Sport states

sustainable development and peace.

that “Sport is a universally shared human

Meanwhile, the Japan Sports Agency was

culture, and living a happy and fulfilled life

established in October of that year, offering a

through sport is the right of all citizens.”

clearer foundation for sports promotion policy in

In July of 2011, the JOC and the Japan Sports

Japan.

Association (JASA) together marked their 100th

Around the same time, the JOC launched the

anniversary. The two organizations took that

JOC Future Planning Project, which would lay

opportunity to issue a joint statement,

out a path for the JOC in 2021 and beyond. In

“Declaration on Sport in Japan: Sport Mission

addition, in association with the construction of

in the 21st Century.” Those guidelines express

a new headquarters for the JOC, the JOC has

the JOC’s determination to reflect on and carry

also decided to build a Japan Olympic

into the next 100 years the efforts of Jigoro

Museum.

Kano and other predecessors who had such

In 2020, the Olympics and Paralympics will be

love for sports.

held in Tokyo for the first time in 56 years,

At the IOC Session held in Buenos Aires in

building on the JOC’s 100-year history, and

September 2013, it was decided that the 2020

offering an ideal opportunity to further promote

Olympics and Paralympics would be held in

the Olympic Movement among people.
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06 Fulfilling the JOC’s Responsibility to the Future
Toward Promoting a New Olympic Movement in 2020 and Beyond
As society changes, the world of sports is expected to change along with it. Thomas Bach, president of
the International Olympic Committee, had this to say during his inaugural speech:

“In our world – changing faster than ever – the success of yesterday means nothing

for today. Based on a solid foundation of 100 years of history, we must address here
and now the challenges we are already facing as well as the challenges we see on
the horizon. We want to be the leaders of change, not the object of change.”

Today, the JOC stands at the intersection of a transformative period for sports in Japan and a
transformative period for the Olympic Movement. We must offer an effective vision for the future that
clarifies our mission and role, and the nature of our cooperation with all relevant organizations.
To do that, we believe we should clearly communicate the mission and role of the JOC based on
Olympism, and take the initiative to act as a leader of change.

JOC Future Vision
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The JOC Philosophy
The JOC Philosophy

We encourage all people to participate in sports,
nurture individuals with sound minds and bodies,
and strongly promote the Olympic Movement.
Through the Olympic Movement,
we together allow humankind to flourish, to elevate culture,
and to keep the flame of world peace alight forevermore.
There are the ideals and the overall mission of the JOC.

The goal of Olympism is to place sport at the

children who look up to and are inspired by

humankind, with a view to promoting a

up to become individuals balanced in mind

service of the harmonious development of
peaceful society concerned with the
preservation of human dignity.

The performance of Japanese athletes in

international competitions brings pride and
joy to the people. It deepens the peoples’
interest in and understanding of sports,

encourages participation, and by doing so,
produces a more vital society.

Accordingly, top athletes play an increasingly
influential and propulsive role as models for
society.

Given this, we believe that a society in which

13
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these top athletes can, through sports, grow
and body, who contribute to achieving peace,
is precisely the kind of world Olympism

aspires to, and represents the true value of
sports.

In other words, the mission of the JOC is to
enhance competitiveness based on sound

integrity; to develop true Olympians to serve
as examples for others; and to use those
efforts as the foundation for promoting a
harmonious, cooperative relationship

between the Olympic Movement and global
society.

JOC Future Vision
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The Three Roles of the JOC
1

Developing and Strengthening Athletes

Through sports, develop young people of integrity who embody Olympism,
and value to society.

2

Diagram of the Relationship between the
JOC’s Mission and Roles

Sending Athletes to International Multi-Sports
Competitions and Promoting
Internationalization

Through interaction between international sports organizations and
international multi-sports competitions, deepen mutual understanding and
promote peace and friendship.

3

Disseminating and Promoting Olympism

Promote the Olympic Movement, emphasize the value of sports, and work to
disseminate Olympism.
The above three roles were determined to

grow. By developing these athletes into

First, the JOC will develop individuals who

providing opportunities for them to interact

enable the JOC to achieve its mission.

embody Olympic values and who can serve
as role models, before strengthening their
competitiveness as top athletes able to

produce results at the global level. Sending
those athletes to represent Japan in
international competition, and the

performance of those athletes, will bring

inspiration and courage to the people, deepen
mutual understanding with athletes of other

nations, and lead to promoting international

rity
Integ
g
n
ildi
u
B

Mission

leaders of the Olympic Movement, and

with young people, the JOC will produce many
children who aspire to become future
Olympians.

In this way, the JOC takes a role in developing
athletes of high integrity and in disseminating
Olympism more widely among the people.

Developing and
Strengthening
Athletes

Sending Athletes to
International
Multi - Sports
Competitions and
Promoting
Internationalization

Disseminating and
Promoting
Olympism

peace and friendship.

Athletes also represent the dreams and
aspirations of the next generation, and

become major goals as young people learn
from their remarkable integrity and go on to

15
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The Five Activities
of the JOC

Conceptual Diagram of the JOC’s Mission,
Roles, and Activities

To achieve its mission, the JOC will perform the three roles it has set out through the five
activities listed below.

We encourage all people to participate in sports,

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Activity 5

nurture athletes with sound minds and bodies, and

Athlete Enhancement

Developing athletes, enhancing their competitiveness, and sending
them to competition

strongly promote the Olympic Movement.

Mission

Athlete Support

These are the ideals and the overall mission of the JOC.

Promoting the Olympic Movement

Developing and Strengthening Athletes

Providing an environment in which athletes can devote themselves to
their sport

Olympic education, Hello Olympism programs and Olympic Concerts

International Relations

Strengthening relationships with international sports organizations,
international contribution programs, hosting of international
multi-sports competitions

Through sports, develop young people of integrity who embody
Olympism, and value to society.

Roles

JOC Future Vision

Sending Athletes to International Multi-Sports
Competitions and Promoting Internationalization

Through interaction between international sports organizations and
international multi-sports competitions, deepen mutual understanding
and promote peace and friendship.

Autonomy and Independence

Disseminating and Promoting Olympism

Strengthening the organization, rebuilding of marketing program,
establishing a strategic public relations structure

Our goal is to achieve the mission of the JOC by ensuring each of these five activities is joined

17

flourish, to elevate culture, and to keep the flame of
world peace alight forevermore.

Promote the Olympic Movement, emphasize the value of sports, and
work to disseminate Olympism.

To fulfill its three roles, the JOC will link and effectively promote these five activities.
with the others.

Through the Olympic Movement,we allow humankind to

Activities

Athlete
Enhancement

Athlete
Support

Promoting the
Olympic
Movement

International
Relations

Autonomy and
Independence

JOC Future Vision
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Partnership with
National Federations
The one mission, three roles and five activities of the JOC would not be possible without the
partnership and cooperation of the National Federations (NFs).

The JOC considers the NFs comrades, working together with them to fulfill the JOC’s mission.
The JOC also serves to represent the position of the NFs.

Conceptual diagram of the relationship
between the JOC and the NFs

Athletes

NF
The world

19

Japan
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Sports
enthusiasts

JOC
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Athlete Enhancement

(1) Putting in place the structures needed for athlete enhancement

JOC

Current Issues
The JOC has established targets for the Tokyo

This is why it is essential that we not only provide

2020 of placing third or higher in the ranking of

athletes with a proper training environment, but

gold medal wins, and of placing eighth or higher

that we offer wide-ranging, coordinated support

in all sports.

for enhancing performance through assistance in

However, competition for medals among

line with actual needs, including specialized,

countries and regions vying in the field of sports is

advanced medical and sports science research

intensifying, and today, athlete alone is no longer

and analysis of information strategies.

NTC Operations

Games Preparation

NF Support

(2) Strengthening collaboration between sports

NF

enough to ensure results in competition.
Athletes

JOC Initiatives Going Forward
(1) Putting in place the structures needed for

(2) Strengthening collaboration between

athlete enhancement

sports

To provide appropriate, optimal athlete

A great deal of knowledge and information is

enhancement in line with the circumstances at

accumulated in the process of enhancing athlete

each national federation (NF), the JOC has

performance in each sport. That database

established the NF Support, Games Preparation

includes much information that should be utilized

and NTC Operations departments, and has

not only for those individual sports, but by other

assigned individuals in charge of NF support, part

sports as well. Going forward, the JOC will

of an effort to streamline and clarify the division of

strengthen collaboration between the NFs,

roles within the organization responsible for

encourage exchanges of information and training

athlete enhancement. In addition, working in

skills that can be used in athlete enhancement,

cooperation with the Japan Sports Agency, the

and actively work to provide opportunities for

Japan Sports Association (JASA), the Japan

enhancing efficiency through transfer of

Sport Council (JSC), the Japan Institute of Sports

information between sports and other means.

Sciences (JISS), the Japanese Paralympic

(3) Providing appropriate outcome

Committee (JPC) and other relevant

assessment of athlete enhancement

organizations, we will provide support for even

programs

more efficient and effective athlete enhancement.

The JOC will introduce a PDCA cycle in order to

Accumulation of
knowledge/
information

Athletes

Athletes

Athletes

Database
sharing
Sports manager

Sports manager

Sports manager

Sports manager

JOC
Strengthening collaboration with NFs, exchange of training skills, transfer programs

(3) Providing appropriate outcome assessment of athlete enhancement programs

JOC / NF

Achievements at the
Olympic Games

PLAN

DO

CHECK

ACT

Formulate athlete
enhancement plans

Execute athlete
enhancement plans

Verify effectiveness of
athlete enhancement
plans, measure
effects, self-analyze

Review and improve
athlete
enhancement plans

measure the results of its athlete enhancement
programs, and build more effective enhancement
plans with a view to the mid- to long-term.

21
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Athlete Support
Current Issues

to acquire the elements they need to

sport, they become distanced from ordinary

is impossible!” This is the JOC’s current

is becoming even more pronounced.

athlete enhancement slogan. Unfortunately,
however, we still see cases where it is clear
the importance of integrity has yet to

adequately infiltrate the ranks of all athletes.
One of the factors behind this may be the
fact that many athletes begin their

involvement in sports as small children, and

because they devote so many years to their

Educating the athletes themselves
about risk management
This program offers athletes the opportunity

“No integrity, no victory. Without outstanding

human resources, enhanced competitiveness

(1) Risk Management Education

society. There is also concern that this trend
There are also many athletes facing

uncertainty about their lives after their

maintain clean performance, and enhances
their risk management capabilities, by

Educating the athletes’ entourages
In addition to educating those around the athlete on how
to address age-specific issues and ways of managing

risk, this program also helps ensure that the surrounding
environment is helpful to athlete development.

teaching them how to prevent misconduct,
including involvement with anti-social

forces, gambling, match-fixing and doping,
as well as how to deal with the media.

Trainers

Coaches

National
Federations

Managers

Media

Agents

careers in sports are over, and removing

Family

those future uncertainties is an important part

Sponsors

of supporting the athletes.

Educational booklet

Ensuring that athletes can feel secure in

dedicating themselves to their sports will

Forums held to share information

require offering comprehensive support.

(2) Creating an environment in which athletes can dedicate themselves to sport

JOC Initiatives Going Forward
(1) Risk management education

The JOC will provide athletes with risk

management education, enlightening them
so that they do not get caught up with

anti-social forces, gambling and match-fixing.
This educational curriculum is designed for
athletes designated as a candidate for a

member of the Olympic team, with content
offered by age group, and curriculum also
available for the athletes’ entourages—

coaches, staff, family and so on—to ensure
the lessons are learned. This program also
includes anti-doping education.

(2) Creating an environment in which

Athletes

Retired Athletes

JOC Athnavi Program

JOC Athnavi Next Program

athletes can dedicate themselves to

Total support for athletes’ careers

sport

The JOC collaborates with the NFs to offer

across-the-board, proactive support so that

Job Search Navigation Support for Elite Athletes

athletes can focus their lives on their sports
and plan for the future.

These efforts include strengthening the JOC

NF

Matching elite athletes with employers

Athlete Navigation System (Athnavi),

designed to offer job search support for

still-active athletes, and the JOC Athnavi

Next program, job search support for athletes
after retirement, as well as the development
of new programs with the same objectives.

Elite
Athletes

Application

Recruiting athletes who seek support
Provision of recruiting information
from employers Various job search
support measures

・ Securing income
・ Financial security
・ Ability to focus on
competition

・ Support for activities
・ Social contribution
23
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Provision of information to athletes
who seek support
Collection of information from hiring
employers

Athlete and Coach Environment
Development JOC Career Academy

Economic
organizations

Employment
screening

Companies

・ Improved moral
among employees

・ Creation of a sense
of unity
・ CSR activities

JOC Future Vision
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Promoting the
Olympic Movement

Promoting Olympic education for
athletes and their entourages

Expansion of Hello Olympism programs

Current Issues
In accordance with the Olympic Charter, and in

Olympic classes, using those Olympians as evangelists,

collaboration with the NFs, the JOC has worked to

and other programs have expanded nationwide. Still,

encourage the people’s understanding of the Olympic

understanding of the JOC’s Olympic Movement activities

Movement through its Olympic Concerts, the Olympic

among the general public is not enough. We must do

Day Run and other programs. The JOC is also a world

even more to collaborate with JOC Partner cities and

pioneer in offering workshops for Olympians, and our

others, and work together to expand these Olympic

program to offer second-year junior high school students

Movement activities throughout Japan.

Yoichi Okuyama / Studio Yumemonogatari

Olympic Concert

Promoting introduction of
Olympic education programs in the schools

Establishing a hub for the Olympic Movement

Expansion of the awards system

JOC Initiatives Going Forward:
Enhancing the Value of the Olympics and Sport
(1) Promoting Olympic education for athletes and

(4) Promoting Introduction of Olympic education

their entourages

programs in the schools

The JOC’s vision for its Olympic education policy is to

In coordination with measures by the Japan Sports

develop individuals who, through sports, gain a high

Agency to promote Olympic and Paralympic education,

level of integrity, and who will go on to embody

the JOC is actively collaborating with national and

Olympism and contribute to the development of

municipal governments, boards of education, and other

peaceful society. Using curriculum in line with this

school-related institutions to promote Olympic

vision, we educate athletes and their entourages.

education.

(2) Expansion of Hello Olympism programs

(5) Establishing a hub for the Olympic Movement

The Olympic Day Run is held in cooperation with the

The Japan Olympic Museum (tentative name), which

NFs, and events are held in JOC Partner cities and in

the JOC plans to establish in 2019, will serve as a hub

cities selected as pre-games training camps for the

for the Olympic Movement in Japan, creating

Tokyo 2020. With cooperation from sponsors and

opportunities to see, interact with, learn and think about

others, the number of events will be increased. We will

the Olympics. The goal is for people to gain familiarity

also expand eligibility for workshops for Olympians and

with Olympism, leading to greater understanding.

Olympic classes.

(6) Expansion of the awards system

(3) Olympic Concerts

Recognizing not only competitive performance, but

Olympic Concerts are Olympic Movement programs

athletes and those in their entourages who embody

original to the JOC that embody the Olympism goal of

Olympism, will give momentum to JOC efforts to

integrating sports with culture, and are the only

promote the Olympic Movement. We will also introduce

programs in the world that combine orchestral

a system of awards recognizing Olympians who have

performance with videos of sports competition. With

devoted their efforts to activities related to the Olympic

cooperation from sponsors and others, we are

Movement.

expanding the number of cities offering these concerts.
25
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International Relations
Current Issues

20th Asian Games in Nagoya in 2026. The JOC

offering support to NOCs and contributing to the

will continue to enhance Japan’s presence by

development of the Olympic Movement at the local

hosting these and other international multi-sports

government level. To ensure these efforts

competitions. We will also support the NFs in their

ultimately result in an enhanced presence for

efforts to successfully bid for and host

Japan, the JOC will act as a liaison with local

international sports competitions in Japan.

governments when the NOCs of each country hold

(4) International cooperation for the Tokyo

Building the personal connections needed to

connections and efforts to collect accurate

successfully bid for and hold international sports

information.

competitions, and having an accurate

Sending individuals from the Japanese sporting

understanding of changes in the rules and

world to occupy these posts can also be used as a

regulations of international federations and the

way to provide second careers for athletes whose

like, are very important issues.

competitive lives have ended.

Specifically, the JOC and the NFs need to

Advanced sports nations are also expected to

enhance their international capabilities by gaining

support and contribute to developing countries.

appointment to important posts within the IOC,

The issue for Japan is to enhance its international

ANOC, OCA, IF, AF and other organizations

capabilities and deepen cooperation as a globally

which can help promote development of personal

recognized advanced sports nation.

2020

their pre-games training camps in Japan and other
occasions.

In preparation for the Tokyo 2020, the JOC is

IOC
OCA
FISU

IFs

NOCs

Overseas
NFs

JOC Initiatives Going Forward
(1) Strengthening relationships with

and other international sports bodies.

developing human resources

The JOC will cooperate with SPORTS FOR

international sports organizations, and
To reinforce relationships with the IOC, OCA and

TOMORROW (SFT), a project promoted by the

others, and to expand the range of international

Japanese government to contribute internationally

activities, the JOC will support efforts to capture

through sports, and other programs. We will also

executive posts in international sports

actively contribute to promoting sports in

organizations. We will be active participants in

developing countries by working with NFs to

international conferences, where we will work to

accept and offer coaching to athletes from outside

gather information and introduce the activities of

Japan, by sending Japanese coaches overseas,

the JOC.

and by providing sports equipment. By promoting

To accomplish this, we will work to expand the

these programs, we gain valuable information

JOC International Sports Leadership Academy,

gleaned from experiences with life overseas and

offering language training to athletes, their

with coaching non-Japanese athletes, which in

coaches and those involved with the NFs, lectures

turn will lead to the development of sports in

that provide an overview of sports around the

Japan.

world, and seminars featuring invited guests from
NOCs, all in an effort to develop an international
sensibility.
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(2) International contribution programs

(3) Bidding for and hosting international

Strengthen
relationships

SPORTS FOR TOMORROW
Boosting activities to support NOCs and
NFs overseas

Supporting pre-games training camps
for the Tokyo 2020

Bidding for and hosting international
multi-sports competitions

multi-sports competitions, and support for

bidding for and hosting of international sports

We will also encourage strengthened collaboration

competitions by NFs

with partner NOCs outside of Japan, and sharing

In 2017, the 8th Asian Winter Games will be held

of information with committee members in the IOC

in Sapporo, followed by the Tokyo 2020, and the

JOC Future Vision

Expanding the International Sports
Leadership Academy
Development of international administrator

JOC

NF
JOC Future Vision
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Autonomy and Independence

(1) Strengthening the JOC organization

Strengthen the functions of
the Executive Board and
Senior Executive Board

Current Issues
The Olympic Charter states that, “The NOCs

social credibility.

pressures of any kind, including but not

establish an approach that will strengthen

must preserve their autonomy and resist all
limited to political, legal, religious or

economic pressures which may prevent them
from complying with the Olympic Charter.”

To fulfill its mission and role, the JOC, along
with the NFs, has endeavored to strengthen

governance and compliance, and to raise the
integrity of the sporting world. Unfortunately,
however, incidents have arisen in recent

years, in sports both at home and abroad, in
which sports organizations have lost their

Under its Future Vision, the JOC will

JOC and NF governance and compliance,
with the goal of true autonomy within the

resources to serve as an economic

foundation is also an important issue. To do
independence by rebuilding its marketing
program.

(3) National Federation Support Center

To ensure our own governance and

(3) National Federation Support Center

organization and the secretariat function. We
will also introduce a training program for

developing personnel to staff the secretariat.
(2) Clarifying the relationship between
the JOC and the NFs

Through the rules of the JOC and elsewhere,

Develop personnel skills,
enhance motivation

that, the JOC is also aiming toward economic

we will clarify the position of the NFs as our

appropriately, we will reevaluate our

Reevaluate
the Secretariat
structure

To ensure independence, securing financial

Autonomy

compliance efforts are conducted

Promote the
Future Vision

sporting world as a whole.

JOC Initiatives Going Forward
(1) Strengthening the JOC organization

Reevaluate the
functions of the
committees and
commissions

NF

comrades in fulfilling our mission together.
The National Federation Support Center

dispatches support staff who offer clerical

Support for Building
Governance

Accounting Support

assistance, ensuring the accuracy of

1. Inquiries

1. Overall supervision

development of human resources involved in

3. Training sessions

3. Operational management

accounts processing, and promotes the

those duties. It also supports efforts by the
NFs to strengthen governance and
compliance.

2. Meeting management

2. In-person advice

4. Accounts processing

4. Clerical support

5. Information disclosure

5. Dispatch of personnel overseas

6. Risk management

6. Verification of application documents

JOC
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Autonomy and Independence
(1) Rebuilding the JOC marketing program
To expand the sports industry in Japan and

enhance the economic value of the Olympism and
sports in general, in 2021 the JOC will begin

development of a new marketing program. This

will offer our current partner companies an even
higher level of added value in terms of services

• Reconsideration of methods for using athlete

delight the volunteers and many fans who support
the sporting world.

The goal of the new JOC marketing program is to

improve the quality of the five activities of the JOC
noted earlier (Athlete enhancement, athlete

• Review of the rights and assets held by the JOC,
including video and archives, and development
of a broadcasting rights program and other
programs.

commercialization and activation proposals) to
enhance the brand of the Japanese National

Team (“Team Japan”), an opportunity for athletes
to shine their brightest.

• Development of new intellectual property and
branding programs to increase their value,
including a new logo character to be

incorporated with the Olympic mark, and

development of dual logos incorporating the

JOC Future Vision

New Logo Development
( examples )

TEAM
NIPPON
LOGO

partner companies with NFs.

• Support for development and marketing of NF

rights and assets, efforts to share and enhance

marketing knowledge, and mutual collaboration

between the JOC and the NFs, and between the

(2) NF Marketing Support

individual NFs.

To fulfill its mission and role, and for the success

• Development of a program (including

JOC Marketing

• Development of a framework for matching JOC

independence), and to build a foundation to

Specific Examples of Marketing Programs

Development of
a new marketing program

independence.

(3) Establishment of a strategic public

support those activities.

2021-2024
JOC partnership program

The JOC will offer marketing support appropriate

support, promoting the Olympic Movement,

international cooperation and autonomy and

Joint marketing

does not rely solely on those athlete images.

to the National Federations to help ensure their

We will also be introducing programs that will

2021.1

images, and building of intellectual property that

accomplish this, the JOC is aiming to develop
solid financial foundation.
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marks of the National Federations.

(2) NF Marketing support

specialized human resources and to establish a

2020.7

Tokyo 2020
sponsorship program

and opportunities, and programs will also be

rolled out to enhance the synergistic effects. To

2015.1

Tokyo 2020

JOC Initiatives Going Forward
Independence

(1) Rebuilding the JOC Marketing Program

relations structure within the JOC

of the Tokyo 2020, the JOC is engaged in

NF

strategic public relations activities that take the

Companies
Matching

entire sporting world into consideration.

• Sharing of information within the JOC,

enhancement of JOC communication capabilities,

spokesperson development, and a public relations
response that offers transparency and a sense
of urgency.

• Conveying to the people the JOC vision as well

as the value of the Olympism and sports in general

Support marketing by
supporting the design and
operation of sponsor
programs

JOC

Provide new opportunities for
enhancing corporate value
through the use of sports as
content

in a way that is easy to understand, contributing
to building an age in which people can participate

in, watch, support, enjoy and learn about sports.

JOC Future Vision
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Fundamental Principles of Olympism
—Olympic Charter—

01

Olympism is a philosophy of life, exalting and combining in a balanced whole the qualities
of body, will and mind. Blending sport with culture and education, Olympism seeks to create
a way of life based on the joy of effort, the educational value of good example, social
responsibility and respect for universal fundamental ethical principles.

02

The goal of Olympism is to place sport at the service of the harmonious development of
humankind, with a view to promoting a peaceful society concerned with the preservation of
human dignity.

03

The Olympic Movement is the concerted, organised, universal and permanent action,
carried out under the supreme authority of the IOC, of all individuals and entities who are
inspired by the values of Olympism. It covers the five continents. It reaches its peak with
the bringing together of the world’s athletes at the great sports festival, the Olympic Games.
Its symbol is five interlaced rings.

04

The practice of sport is a human right. Every individual must have the possibility of
practising sport, without discrimination of any kind and in the Olympic spirit, which requires
mutual understanding with a spirit of friendship, solidarity and fair play.

05

Recognising that sport occurs within the framework of society, sports organisations within
the Olympic Movement shall have the rights and obligations of autonomy, which include
freely establishing and controlling the rules of sport, determining the structure and
governance of their organisations, enjoying the right of elections free from any outside
influence and the responsibility for ensuring that principles of good governance be applied.

06

The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Olympic Charter shall be secured
without discrimination of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, sexual orientation, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

07
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Belonging to the Olympic Movement requires compliance with the Olympic Charter and
recognition by the IOC.
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Mission and role of the NOCs
01

The mission of the NOCs is to develop, promote and protect the Olympic Movement in
their respective countries, in accordance with the Olympic Charter.

02

The NOCs’ role is:

06

The NOCs must preserve their autonomy and resist all pressures of any kind, including
but not limited to political, legal, religious or economic pressures which may prevent
them from complying with the Olympic Charter.

07

NOCs have the right to:
7.1 designate, identify or refer to themselves as “National Olympic Committees”
(“NOCs”), which designation or identification shall be included or referred to in their
name;
7.2 send competitors, team officials and other team personnel to the Olympic Games in
compliance with the Olympic Charter;

2.1 to promote the fundamental principles and values of Olympism in their
countries, in particular, in the fields of sport and education, by promoting Olympic
educational programmes in all levels of schools, sports and physical education
institutions and universities, as well as by encouraging the creation of institutions
dedicated to Olympic education, such as National Olympic Academies, Olympic
Museums and other programmes, including cultural, related to the Olympic
Movement;

7.3 benefit from the assistance of Olympic Solidarity;
7.4 use certain Olympic properties as authorised by the IOC and in compliance with
Rules 7-14 and BLR 7-14;
7.5 take part in activities led or patronised by the IOC, including regional Games;
7.6 belong to associations of NOCs recognised by the IOC;

2.2 to ensure the observance of the Olympic Charter in their countries;

7.7 formulate proposals to the IOC concerning the Olympic Charter and the Olympic
Movement, including the organisation of the Olympic Games;

2.3 to encourage the development of high performance sport as well as sport for
all;

7.8 give their opinions concerning the candidatures for the organisation of the Olympic
Games;

2.4 to help in the training of sports administrators by organising courses and
ensuring that such courses contribute to the propagation of the Fundamental
Principles of Olympism;
2.5 to take action against any form of discrimination and violence in sport;

7.10 collaborate in the preparation of Olympic Congresses;

2.6 to adopt and implement the World Anti-Doping Code;

7.11 exercise other rights as granted to them by the Olympic Charter or by the IOC.

2.7 to encourage and support measures relating to the medical care and health
of athletes.
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7.9 participate, on request from the IOC, in the activities of the IOC commissions;

03

The NOCs have the exclusive authority for the representation of their respective
countries at the Olympic Games and at the regional, continental or world multi-sports
competitions patronised by the IOC. In addition, each NOC is obliged to participate in
the Games of the Olympiad by sending athletes.

04

The NOCs have the exclusive authority to select and designate the city which may apply
to organise Olympic Games in their respective countries.

05

In order to fulfil their mission, the NOCs may cooperate with governmental
bodies, with which they shall achieve harmonious relations. However, they shall not
associate themselves with any activity which would be in contradiction with the Olympic
Charter. The NOCs may also cooperate with non-governmental bodies.

JOC Future Vision

08

The IOC helps the NOCs fulfil their mission through its various departments and
Olympic Solidarity.

09

Apart from the measures and sanctions provided in the case of infringement of the
Olympic Charter, the IOC Executive Board may take any appropriate decisions for the
protection of the Olympic Movement in the country of an NOC, including suspension of
or withdrawal of recognition from such NOC if the constitution, law or other regulations
in force in the country concerned, or any act by any governmental or other body causes
the activity of the NOC or the making or expression of its will to be hampered. The IOC
Executive Board shall offer such NOC an opportunity to be heard before any such
decision is taken.

JOC Future Vision
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JOC Action Agenda
Guided by Olympism, we constantly endeavor to
enhance the value of sport.
We exercise self-discipline, and exert our utmost
efforts in every action we take.
We respect and encourage interaction with colleagues,
and strive to create a cheerful and healthy workplace.
We acknowledge the distinguished history our
predecessors worked so hard to create, and with our
sights firmly set on the future, continue to take on
challenges without fear of change.
We share our mission with our member National
Federations, and always aim to demonstrate
consummate professionalism in our leadership of sport
in Japan.
We act in compliance with all relevant regulations
and in a manner befitting a member of the
international community in representing Japan.
Our overarching aim is to contribute to the realization
of a better society for athletes and for everyone.
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